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1. Introduction
The electro-optic (EO) crystals used in the generation of tera-hertz radiation [Shan et al,
2000; Wen & Lindenberg, 2009; Shen et al., 2008] can be applied to non-invasive
measurements of the electron bunch in the accelerator. The bunch length and arrival time of
the electron bunch with respect to the laser can be measured with this technique. The
electric field generated by the electron bunch changes the optical properties of the EO
crystal. The laser passing through the EO crystal will thus experience a modulation in the
polarization state. The amount of optical power modulation, which can be detected by
detectors such as photodiodes and cameras, can be calculated by Jone's matrices [Jones,
1941; Hecht, 2002].
In recent years, the EO technique has been implemented to measure femtosecond electron
bunches with high energy at several facilities such as the free-electron laser for infrared
experiments (FELIX), the sub-picosecond pulse source (SPPS), and the free-electron laser in
Hamburg (FLASH) [Yan et al, 2000; Wilke et al., 2002; Berden et al., 2004; Cavalieri et al.,
2005; Casalbuoni et al., 2008; Steffen et al., 2009]. In these applications, the electric field from
the electron bunch makes a finite angle with the crystallographic axis, because the electric
field is generated radially from the electron bunch.
In a real diagnostics setup, the principal axes at the passing position of the laser in the EO
crystal are no longer 45o with respect to the crystallographic axes. However, the polarization
vector of the laser is usually fixed as parallel to an crystallographic axis of the EO crystal in
the measurement. When an electric field is applied to the EO crystal, it shows a
birefringence which is described by an ellipsoid equation of refractive indices. If the
ellipsoid equation can be expressed without any cross term between the three axes in a
coordinate system, they are called the principal axes. If a linearly polarized laser is passing
through the EO crystal with an external electric field applied to it, the polarization of the
laser is modulated elliptically or even circularly. Conventional theories to describe the
measurement result of an electron bunch with EO crystal have only used the principal axes
and the principal refractive indices. To quantify the polarization state, we need to define
amplitudes and phases of the electric field components of the laser. If the amplitudes of the
decomposed electric field are the same, we need the phase information only to quantify the
polarization state. To decompose the electric field with the same amplitude, we need to
choose decomposition axes at 45o with respect to the polarization vector. The spatial
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decoding method uses a laser propagated to the EO crystal at a certain angle with respect to
the surface of the crystal to measure the electron bunch [Cavalieri et al., 2005; Parc et al.,
2009a]. In this situation, we need to know refractive indices in the plane perpendicular to the
propagation direction.
The principal axes are not in the plane in the spatial decoding method. Thus, the principal
axes are not a good choice for the decomposition of the polarization vector. Even though
this problem exists in the application of the EO technique to the accelerator, simulations for
the EO measurement of the electron bunch have been conducted without consideration of
this problem [Casalbuoni et al., 2008]. Refractive indices along the 45o axes with respect to
the polarization vector are introduced by the authors in Ref. [Parc et al., 2009a] to compare a
measurement result with the electron bunch and the simulation result.
This article presents the detailed derivation process of the refractive indices along the 45o
axes with respect to the polarization vector in the plane perpendicular to the laser
propagation direction. The optical power modulation of the laser is calculated by the matrix
multication method invented by Jones with newly derived refractive indices. These
refractive indices can be used to directly express experimental and numerical study results
of the polarization state in the laser by the relative phase shift. The variation of the relative
phase shifts will be presented when the distance between the electron bunch and EO crystal
are changed. The paper is organized as follow: The theory of EO effect is reviewed in
Section 2. The theory of detection of the optical power modulation of the laser is developed
in Section 3. An experiment conducted in FLASH is analyzed in Section 4. Simulation results
are shown in Section 5, and the conclusion and discussion are provided in Section 6.

2. Theory of refractive indices in electro-optic crystal
There are two methods to get the principal refractive indices. The two methods are reviewed
in next two subsections, respectively. The principal refractive indices calclated by the two
methods are revealed as the same and new form of the principal refractive indices is also
obtained in this review.
2.1 Principal refractive indices obtained by solving the eigenvalue equation
In this subsection, the method introduced in Ref. [Casalbuoni et al., 2008] is reviewed to
compare the principal refractive indices calculated in the reference with the other results
which will be introduced in next subsection. The refractive indices of EO crystal such as GaP
are obtained from an ellipsoid equation [Yariv & Yeh, 2003], written as,









1 2
x  y 2  z 2  2 r41 Ex yz  Ey zy  Ez xy  1
n02

(1)

where n0 is the initial refractive index, r41 is the electro-optic constant, and Ei (i = x, y, z) is
the electric field component applied to the crystal along the corresponding axis as shown in
Fig. 1(a). If the ellipsoid equation can be expressed without any cross term in a certain
coordinate system, the coordinates are called the principal axes. The X, Y, Z axes in Fig. 1(b)
are defined as the crystallographic axes of the EO crystal in this study.
The optical property of isotropic EO crystal depends on the direction of the applied electric
field [Berden et al., 2004; Parc et al., 2009a]. Thus, the directions of the principal axes of the
isotropic crystal are changed along the direction of applied electric field. A correlation
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Fig. 1. (a) Right angle coordinate system of the crystal axis and (110) plane. The electro-optic
crystal is cut in (110) plane. (b) The coordinate system X, Y, Z is shown with the electro-optic
crystal. Laser will be passing into the Z direction in the experiment.

Fig. 2. The index ellipse is shown with the principal axis U1 and U2. α represents the angle
between the crystal axis X and the applied electric field E. The is the angle between the
principal axis and the crystal axis. The probe laser is linearly polarized as parallel to the X axis.
between the direction of the principal axes and the external applied electric field can be
calculated from the constant energy surface in the electric displacement vector space and the
impermeable tensor that is linear to the electric field [Yariv & Yeh, 2003; Casalbuoni et al.
2008]. The electric field vector from the electron beam with an angle α with respect to X = [-1,
1, 0] axis in Fig. 2 can be represented as

  cos  / 2   E 
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E=E   cos  / 2    Ey 
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  Ez 
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in the (x, y, z) coordinate system, where E is the amplitude of the electric field. The
impermeability tensor in the (x, y, z) coordinate system with the same electric field vector is
defined as
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(3)

The eigenvalue equation is given by

 X   X or    I  0 .

(4)

Principal axes of the refractive index ellipsoid equation and the eigenvalues can be known
by solving Eq. (4) with the impermeable tensor. The eigenvalues of the impermeability
tensor are, then,
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(5)

The eigenvectors U1, U2 can be obtained as shown in Fig. 2. The refractive index ellipsoid
equation in Eq. (1) is now transformed into the form
U 12

11
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 21



U32
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n12
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(6)

The principal refractive indices ni can, then, be following:
ni2   i1 .

(7)

If the following relation is available in Eq. (5)
r41E  1 / n02 ,

(8)

the indices of refraction of the crystal along the principal axes in Fig. 2 are given as
[Casalbuoni et al. 2008],
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where n0 is the initial refractive index, r41 is the electro-optic constant, E is the electric field
applied to the crystal, and α is the angle between the crystal axis and the electric-field. The
relation of the angle between the principal axis and the X axis and the angle α between the
electric field and the X axis is given by [Casalbuoni et al. 2008; Parc et al., 2008a]
cos 2 

sin 

1  3cos2 

..

(10)

2.2 Principal refractive indices obtained by coordinate transformation
In Ref. [Planken et al., 2001], another method is introduced to get the principal axes and the
principal refractive indices. By transformation of the axes, the principal axes and the
principal refractive indices can be obtained. The first transformation of the crystallographic
axes x, y, z to new axes X, Y, Z in Fig. 1(b) is a rotation of 45o around the z axis,

x

1
Z
2
1
y
Z
2
z  Y.

1
X,
2
1
X,
2

(11)

The ellipsoid equation of Eq. (1) is now transformed into the new form in the new
coordinated system X, Y, Z as
 1
 Y2
 1

X 2  2  Ezr41   2  2 2 Ex r41XY  Z 2  2  Ezr41   1.
 no
 no
 no


(12)

To eliminate the remaining cross term between X and Y, we need one more rotation around
Z axis as follow:

X  U1 cos  U 2 sin ,
Y  U1 sin  U 2 cos ,
Z  U3 .

(13)

Using the rotation relation Eq. (13), Eq. (12) is now expressed as
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   1.




There is a cross term between U1 and U2. If the cross term is eliminated, we can get the
principal axes and the principal refractive indices. Thus, the condition is
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Using Eq. (2), Eq. (15) gives us next relation:

tan 2 tan   2 .

(16)

It is easy to show that Eq. (16) is a different expression of Eq. (10). Using Eq. (2) and after an
algebra, Eq. (14) is now shown as more compact form
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(17)

The principal refractive indices are now obtained with the same condition in Eq. (8),
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The first expressions of n1 and n2 are the newly derived form in this review. The second
expressions of n1 and n2 are derived in section A. The third expressions are shown to
compare our results with Eq. (7) in Ref. [15Planken]. The second and the third expressions in
n1 and n2 can be obtained also from the first expression by using the relation Eq. (16). Note
that the angle definition α of the electric field in this review is equivalent with α+90o in Ref.
[Planken et al., 2001]. The in this study is expressed as θ in Ref. [Planken et al., 2001].
2.3 Refractive indices in the plane perpendicular to the laser propagation direction
The configuration for the measurement of the electron beam with EO crystal is shown in Fig.
3. A method called the spatial decoding is used to measure the bunch length and the timing
jitter of the electron beam as shown in Fig. 3 [Cavalieri et al., 2005; Azima et al., 2006]. In the
spatial decoding method, the laser pulse is propagated through the EO crystal with the
incident angle φ0, and the timing information of the electron beam is converted to the spatial
information of the image measured by an ICCD camera as shown in Fig. 3 [Cavalieri et al.,
2005; Azima et al., 2006]. The modulation of the polarization of the laser can be measured by
a prism. The prism in Fig. 3 splits the laser as horizontal and vertical components.
When an electron beam is propagating beside the EO crystal, the detail configuration
around EO crystal is shown in Fig. 4(a). The red line in Fig. 4(a) represents the laser which
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is shaped like a thin pencil. The principal axes U1, U2 of the crystal is also shown in Fig.
4(a). The U1, U2, X, and Y axes are all in the same plane (110) which is described in Fig. 2.
The front view of Fig. 4(a) is shown in Fig. 4(b). The angle between the crystallographic
axis X and the electric field E from the electron beam is represented by α in Fig. 4(b). The y
axis in Fig. 4(b) is the trace of the laser on the EO crystal. R is the distance between the
electron beam and the laser passing position when the electron beam is arrived at the EO
crystal. The perpendicular distance from the electron beam and the y axis is denoted by ro.
The side view of Fig. 4(a) is drawn in Fig. 4(c). The pencil shape laser makes an incident

angle φo with EO crystal in the spatial decoding method [Cavalieri et al., 2005].
 k is the
wave vector of the laser inside of EO crystal. The laser is propagating to the k direction
drawn as a dotted arrow. The angle φL is the angle between the laser and EO crystal inside
of the crystal.

Fig. 3. Layout of the EO sampling experiment of electron beam in TEO setup at FLASH in
DESY.
The linear polarization of the laser can be expressed as a vector which will be called as the
polarization vector denoted as  L in Fig. 5(a). The inner parts of all axes in the ellipsoid are
denoted by dotted lines in Fig. 5(a). k is
 the wave vector of the laser shown in Fig. 4(c). A
plane perpendicular to the wave vector k will cut the ellipsoid, thus we can see an ellipse as
shown in Fig. 5(a). The 45o axes with respect to the polarization vector are denoted by A and
B in this study as shown in Fig. 5(a). A and B axes are in the same plane with the ellipse.
Note that U1 and U2 axes are not in the same plane. The polarization vector  L can be also
decomposed as two vectors denoted by  A and  B along the A and B axes, respectively,
as shown in Fig. 5(a). The amplitude of the vector represents the electric field amplitude of
the laser. In Fig. 5(a),  A is defined as a decomposed vector along A axis which makes 45o
with the polarization vector  L of the laser. These vectors are all in the same plane. The
ellipse and the A axis makes an intersection point M as shown in Fig. 5(a). The distance from
the origin of the ellipsoid to the intersection point M will give new refractive index nA along
the A axis as shown in Fig. 5(b). Similarly, the refractive index along the B axis is denoted by
nB in Fig. 5(b).
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Fig. 4. Spatial decoding method in EO measurement of electron beam is shown with the
principal axis
The angle of the prism in Fig. 3 determines the horizontal H and vertical V axis in Fig. 5(b).
Because the polarization vector is usually fixed as parallel to X axis, we should control the
prism angle such that the horizontal axis H to be matched with X axis as shown in Fig. 5(b).
The polarization vector  L can be decomposed as two vectors denoted by  h and  v
along the horizontal H and the vertical V axis, respectively. There is no vertical component
of the polarization in Fig. 5(b). However, by the modulation of the polarization by passing
through the EO crystal, the vertical component will be created and we can measure the
vertical component by a prism as shown in Fig. 3. This is the key factor to measure the
electron beam properties by EO crystal nondestructively. The G point in Fig. 5(b) is the
projection point of the polarization vector  L to A axis.
The 3D configuration for the vector decomposition with the principal axes is shown in Fig. 6.
The A axis in Fig. 5 is in the same direction with the OG line in Fig. 6. Note that
 OG line and
X axis forms 45o angle as described in Fig. 5(b). For a given wave vector k of the laser
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Fig. 5. (a) The index ellipsoid is shown with the principal axes U1, U2, and U3. (b) The 2D
configuration for the decomposition of the laser polarization vector  L . A and B axes make
45o with respect to the polarization vector  L . H and V axes are the horizontal and vertical
axes in the AB plane. The polarization vector  L is fixed as parallel to the X axis. nA and nB
are the refractive indices along A and B axes, respectively.
as shown in Fig. 5(a), the index nA can be derived from the index ellipsoid equation and the
OG line. The OG line will make an intersection point M with the ellipse as shown in Fig.
5(b). Our goal is to get an expression of the G point in the principal axes system to calculate
the index nA.
Lengths of OG, GF and FH in Fig. 6 are calculated as:
OG   L cos(45 ) 
GF  OGsin(45 ) 

1
L   A
2

1
L
.
2
1
FH  GFcos(L )   L cos(L )
2

(20)

We need to know the G point in the principal axes U1, U2, U3 system. Each component of the
G point can be calculated as the projection of the OG line to each axis as shown:
GH  GFsin(L ) 

1
 L sin(L )  G3
2
1
OH  OF 2  FH 2   L 1  cos 2 L .
2
OK  OHcos(  L )  G1
HK  OHsin(   L )  G2

The G point in the principal axes is now shown as:
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G   G1 , G2 , G3 

  OK,  HK, GH 

1


.
  OHcos(   L ),  OHsin(   L ), EL sin L 
2


1
  L cos(   L ) 1  cos2 L ,  sin(   L ) 1  cos 2 L , sin L
2





(22)

Next relation can be calculated easily from Eq. (22)
G12  G22  G32 

1
.
2

(23)

The projection line equations of the OG line to the planes generated by the principal axes U1,
U2, U3 are given by

G2U 1  G1U 2  0
G3U 2  G2U 3  0 .
G1U 3  G3U1  0

(24)

Using Eqs. (24) and (7), next relation can be derived

 G  2  G  2  G  2 
 1    2    3   Ui2  Gi2 ,
 n1   n2   n3  



(25)

where i is the index for the principal axes U1, U2, U3. The refractive indices nA for the A axis
is derived by the distance from the origin of the ellipsoid to the intersection point M as
shown in Fig. 5(a). Thus, the refractive index nA along the A axis is defined as

nA  U12  U 22  U 32 .

(26)

The calculation of nB for B axis is similar with nA, not shown in this study. The two indices
are [Parc et al., 2009a],
nA 

nB 
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(27)
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We can also get the relation between the angle φL and θL.

OF  OH cos  L 

 1  cos   cos 
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L
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where φL is the angle between the wave vector k and U3 axis, θL is the angle between the
line OH and X axis in Fig. 6(b). The refractive indices in Eq. (27) are converted into the
principal refractive indices n1 and n2 if the angle φL is 0o and is 45o. The formula of the
relative phase shift Г in this review is now given by


where d is the crystal thickness,
the speed of light.

0 is

0 d
c

 nA  nB  .

(29)

the center angular frequency of the laser pulse, and c is

Fig. 6. The 3D configuration for the decomposition of the laser polarization vector  L .  A
is the electric field component of the laser along the A axis. is the angle between
the

principal axis and the crystal axis X. φL is the angel between the wave vector k of the laser
and the U3 axis. θL is the angle between OH and X axis. The probe laser is linearly polarized
as parallel to the X axis.   is the angle between the A axis and the crystal axis X.

3. Theory for the detection of the modulation of the polarization
The polarization of the laser can be rotated by a half wave plate at the front of the EO crystal
in a certain experimental situation as shown Fig. 3. This half wave plate will be named as
'Rotator' in this study. To increase the signal to noise ratio of the measurement result, a half
wave plate and a quarter wave plate can be used in the downstream of the EO crystal
[Steffen et al., 2009, Parc et al., 2008a]. The half wave plate in the downstream of EO crystal
will be named as 'Compensator' in this study. In the next matrices and equations, Г is the
phase difference between the two decomposed vectors of the laser along A and B axes given
by Eq. (29), θr is the angle of the rotator, θc is the angle of the compensator, φ is the angle of
quarter wave plate, and   is the angle between the A axis and X axis in the crystal as
shown in Fig. 5(a). For the general purpose, the angle   is set as arbitrary value in the
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theory. To use the theory in the analysis of the experimental result, this angle is set to be 45o
because the polarization vector is set as parallel with X axis as shown in Fig. 5(b).
The rotation matrix R, Jones matrices for the half (H) wave plate, quarter (Q) wave plate,
and EO crystal (EO) are given by, respectively,
 cos   sin  
R  

 sin  cos  
 e  i /2
0 

EO     
i /2 
 0
e


 e  i /4
0 

Q
 0
ei /4 

 e  i /2
0 

H 
i /2 
 0
e



where ζ represents the angle of each wave plate with respect to the laser polarization
direction in the measurement. The initial polarization vector in front of the rotator in Fig. 3
can be represented by 2  1 matrix such as
 1
L    .
0

All quantities of the laser such as the amplitude of the electric field and the intensity are
normalized by its maximum value in all formulae for the convenience of derivation.
The horizontal electric field  h of the laser after passing through all optical components in
Fig. 3 can be calculated by the product of matrices:
 1
 h   0 1  R  c   H  R c   R     Q  R    R     EO( )  R    R  r   H  R r     . (30)
0

The intensity Ih of the horizontal component is proportional to the square of the horizontal
electric field, and the normalized expression is given by:
I h c ,  ,  , r :     h2

sin  sin 4  2 sin 4  2 

  r

    c
.
1

   sin 2  2 c  r    sin 2  2 c  r     cos 2   / 2 

2


2
2
2
  sin  2 c  r       sin  2 c  r        sin   / 2  








(31)

The vertical electric field  v can be obtained by the similar calculation:

 1
 v   1 0   R  c   H  R c   R     Q  R    R     EO(  )  R    R   r   H  R  r     . (32)
0

The intensity Iv of the vertical component is proportional to the square of the vertical electric
field, and the normalized expression is also shown as:
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(33)

The intensity of the horizontal part of the laser through the EO crystal and wave plates can
be derived from Eq. (31). If we set the angle   to be 45o as shown in Fig. 5(b) and the
rotator angle  r is 0o, we can obtain the intensity function for the horizontal part of the laser





and is given by [Steffen et al., 2009, Parc et al., 2008a]:

I h c ,  ,   45 , r  0 :   1  cos    cos  4c  2  cos  2   sin    sin  4c  2   / 2 (34)

This kind of detection scheme is called as 'Near Crossed Polarizer' scheme [Steffen et al.,
2009]. The angles of the quarter wave plate and compensator is usually set as a few degrees
in the experiment [Parc et al., 2008a]. The intensity of the vertical part of the laser is also
calculated as:





I v c ,  ,   45 ,r  0 :   1  cos    cos  4c  2  cos  2   sin    sin  4c  2   / 2 . (35)

The difference between two components is easily calculated as

I  I v  I h  cos    cos  4c  2  cos  2   sin    sin  4c  2 

(36)

For the balanced detection, the compensator angle θc should be set as 0o, the quarter wave
plate angle φ should be set as 45o and the result is given by

I  I v  I h  sin    .

(37)

This is well known formula derived with principal refractive indices [Casalbuoni et al.,
2008]. Note that the relative phase  in Eq. (37) is defined by Eq. (29) with refractive indices
given by Eq. (27).

4. Experiment
A test experiment was conducted to see the peak change in the CCD image with the change
of laser arrival time with respect to the electron bunch at FLASH facility in DESY with the
configuration in Fig. 3. The GaP crystal in this experiment was 180 μm thick. The radial
distances between the electron bunch and the crystal were 3, 2.5 and 2 mm. The total charge
Q of the electron bunch in the measurement was 0.6 nC and the beam energy was 682 MeV.
Arrival timing jitter of the electron bunch can be measured with an EO crystal due to the
change of the crossing position of the laser as the electron bunch arrives [Cavalieri et al.,
2005]. The arrival timing information can be extracted from the spatial information of the
laser intensity measured by ICCD camera. When the arrival timing of electron bunch with
respect to the laser is changed, the modulation of polarization of the laser will also be
changed. To investigate the modulation, the laser delay was controlled with a certain delay
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time with respect to the electron beam and the vertical component of the laser was
measured by ICCD camera. Changing the laser arrival time control the crossing positions of
the laser with the EO crystal when the electron beam arrived at the EO crystal. The
movement of the signal peak in the ICCD image was observed due to the change of crossing
position of the laser as the electron bunch arrives at the EO crystal.
The plots in Figure 7 indicate the arrival time of the electron bunch with respect to the laser
beam as observed by the ICCD camera. The time axis can be converted to the transverse
length of the laser pulse [Azima et al., 2006]. A background measurement without an
electron bunch is shown in Fig. 7 (a). A measurement result with the electron bunch is
shown in Fig. 7(b). The background is subtracted from the result in Fig. 7(c). It shows a clear
signal peak around 9 ps. Several measurement results with different arrival times of the
laser are overlapped in Fig. 7(d). The peaks are moving by controlling of the laser arrival
time, and the peak heights are also changed.

Fig. 7. Electron beam measurement by TEO setup at FLASH. The GaP crystal thickness is
180 μm. The distance between the electron beam and the laser at the crystal is 3 mm on
average. The half wave plate angle is 0o and the quarter wave plate angle is –2o. X-axis
represent the arrival time of the electron beam with respect to the laser beam. (a) The
background measurement without electron beam. (b) The measurement result of the
electron beam. (c) The difference between (a) and (b) is shown in (c). (d) Several
measurement results with the change of the laser arrival time.
The measurement result must be expressed in terms of the relative phase shift Γ in Eq. (29)
by using refractive indices in Eq. (27) to compare it with the simulation result. The
measurement result can be analyzed in terms of the relative phase shift Γ with Jones
matrices of the each wave plates as mentioned in Section 3 [Parc et al., 2008a, 2009b]. The
analysis of the measured data in terms of the relative phase shift in Eq. (29) is shown in Fig.
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8. The y axis in Fig. 8 represents the same axis shown in Fig. 4. The origin of the y axis is
determined as the place where the relative phase shift reaches its maximum. Measurements
are done with three ro values defined in Fig. 4(b). The dots are the result with ro = 3 mm, the
squares are with ro = 2.5 mm, and the triangles are with ro = 2 mm. The relative phase shifts
with the same condition of the electron beam show rapid change in spite of small changes of
y as shown in Fig. 8. The smallest ro has a higher relative phase shift at y = 0 mm. The peak
value in Fig. 8 is about 12o. We define the degree of polarization as 0% for the linear
polarization and 100% for the circular polarization. In our experimental result, we can
conclude that the laser is 13% elliptically polarized by the electron beam with respect to the
linear polarization.

Fig. 8. The analysis results of the experiment in Fig. 6 in terms of the relative phase shift
with new refractive indices for different distance ro at y = 0 mm (α = 0o) case are shown. The
dots are the result with ro = 2 mm, the squares are with ro = 2.5 mm, and the triangles are
with ro = 3 mm. y is the laser passing position in the crystal along the angle α in Fig. 4. The
total beam charge Q measured in the experiment is 0.6 nC.

5. Simulation
The measurement of an electron bunch with a EO crystal is also simulated. The GaP crystal
has a frequency dependent refractive index [Casalbuoni et al., 2008]. The electric field profile
from the electron bunch is expanded to a Fourier series to know the response of the Fourier
component inside the crystal [Parc et al., 2007, 2008b]. Each Fourier component propagates
at a different speed according to the real part of the complex refractive index [Casalbuoni et
al., 2008]. The speed difference between the two decomposed vectors of the laser
polarization makes the polarization modulation of the laser.
The simulation carefully considered the important aspects of the propagation of the electric
field in the EO crystal [Parc et al., 2008b, 2009a,]. The electric field affecting the laser is not
constant owing to the difference of the group velocity between the laser and the electric
field. In this simulation, the crystal was divided into N sections to calculate the total relative
phase shift of the laser during its propagation. The total relative phase shift with new
refractive indices is the sum of each relative phase shift at each section as shown by
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(38)

where all the parameters are same as those of Eq. (14) except that the index j is used to
denote the jth section of the crystal, and N is the number of sections to be summed. The
thickness of GaP was 180 μm, which is the same as the experiment. The electron bunch was
assumed to have a Gaussian distribution. The beam charge q for the electron beam was 0.1
nC. The electron beam charge in the experiment is larger than the charge used in the
simulation because the shape of the electron beam was not Gaussian [Parc et al., 2009b]. The
configuration in the simulation is the same as in the experiment.
A simulated signal output with the electron bunch expressed by the relative phase shift Г is
shown in Fig. 9. In this figure, τ is the time delay between the probing laser pulse and the
electric field at the surface of EO crystal in the simulation [Casalbuoni et al., 2008]. Peak
values of the phase shift Γ in Fig. 9 for different distances ro along the y axis are presented in
Fig. 10. The range of y axis is determined as the same with Fig. 8. The ro values were the
same as in Fig. 8. The dots are the results with ro = 3 mm, the squares with ro = 2.5 mm, and
the triangles with ro = 2 mm. These results are similar to the experimental results in Fig. 8.
The relative phase shifts in the simulation are also within 12o. Both experimental and
simulation found higher relative phase shifts around y = 0 mm at the smaller ro value. For
the large absolute values of y, the relative phase shifts decreased for all cases. The angle α
between the line of electric field and polarization vector of the laser increased when the y
value increased. For larger α, the difference between the refractive indices in Eq. (29)
decreased, as shown in Fig. 11. With the shorter distance ro, the relative phase shift
decreased faster than with the longer ro. At around y = –2 mm in Fig. 10, the three lines
representing the relative phase shifts for the three cases cross. This result is very similar to
the one obtained by the experiment in Fig. 8. This result can be understood from the fact that
the angle α is larger for the shorter distance ro at the same position of y as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 9. Simulation result for the different distance ro at y = 0 mm (α = 0o) case. The dashdotted line is for ro = 2 mm, the dotted line for ro = 2.5 mm, and the dashed line for ro = 3
mm. τ is the delay time of the electron beam with respect to the laser arrival time to sample
the electric field from the electron beam in the simulation. The beam charge q for the
bunched part in the electron beam for the simulation is 0.1 nC.
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Fig. 10. Maximum relative phase shifts in Fig. 8 for different distances ro with respect to
the y are presented. The dots are the result with ro = 2 mm, the squares with ro = 2.5 mm,
and the triangles with ro = 3 mm. y is the laser passing position in the crystal along the
angle α in Fig. 3. The beam charge q for the bunched part in the electron beam for the
simulation is 0.1 nC.
Fig. 11. The refractive indices in Eq. (27) vs α.

6. Conclusion and discussion
We have derived refractive indices with the 45o decomposition axes with respect to the laser
polarization vector in the plane perpendicular to the laser propagation direction with 3D
configuration to decompose the laser polarization vector. We have also developed a theory
for the detection of the optical power modulation. The experimental results are analyzed by
the newly derived refractive indices. It is revealed that the laser is elliptically polarized from
the fact that the relative phase shift is 12o at maximum.
We have also developed the simulation to understand experimental results correctly. The
simulation shows that the maximum phase shift is about 12o, which is well agreed with the
experimental result. The decreasing behavior of the relative phase shift in terms of larger y
is observed in the simulation result. While the relative phase shift for three different ro cases
is decreasing with different ratio, the phase shifts near y = –2 mm are crossed for three ro
cases. This also agrees well with the experimental result.
With the refractive indices derived in this study, we can open the way to express the polarization
state of the laser in the electron beam measurement with EO crystal with a single quantity, i.e. the
relative phase shift in Eq. (29). The relative phase shift shows a dependency on the incident angle
of the laser to the EO crystal. To analyze the experimental result precisely, the newly derived
refractive indices in this study will be a good tool in the diagnostics of the electron beam with EO
crystal. We believe that the refractive indices in Eq. (29) must also be used in the analysis of the
THz measurement result shown in Ref. [Shan et al., 2000].
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